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OFFERING OVERVIEW

TODAY’S DATA PROTECTION CHALLENGES 
Security and physical threats to data center operations continue to expand in scope, sophistication, 
and cost. Threat costs are no longer confined to availability or backup and recovery times as today’s 
sophisticated malware attacks present credible challenges to corporate viability. In the post-Covid 
economy, many organizations struggle to maintain viable data protection solutions in-house. Sighting 
difficulty retaining or upskilling IT resources, justifying the cost of dedicated IT resources for non-revenue 
producing activities, means Data Protection often receives token acknowledgement, incomplete solutions, 
and unreliable results.

PROVEN BUSINESS PROTECTION SOLUTIONS
Customers deploying ConvergeOne Data Protection services gain complete datacenter operational 
continuity planning and recovery solutions tuned to their requirements. ConvergeOne customers can lean 
on skilled ConvergeOne specialists for planning, implementing and if needed, managing fully tested and 
proven premises and cloud-based ransomware protection solutions. Coupling broad industry experience 
with industry standard technical solutions, ConvergeOne data protection services enable early detection 
and quick recovery from cyber-threats while assuring operations during unplanned outages or ransomware 
attacks.  Built to provide agility with the right mix of hardware, software, planning, and adaptability with a 
unique, tested, and proven methodology to meet customer requirements.  With tested and proven Disaster 
and Cyber Recovery services, Ransomware readiness and Business Continuity plans ConvergeOne can 
provide solutions to protect your data and your business.

CONVERGEONE DATA CENTER PROTECTION OFFERINGS
ConvergeOnes’ Data Protection offerings make recoverability of critical information and technology 
systems an actionable reality.

Cyber Recovery Services - Defeat malicious, costly, ransomware attacks and return to operation with 
privacy and data intact.  ConvergeOne’s Cyber Recovery Services bring together the technical solutions, 
platforms and expertise that go beyond token protection measures, enabling customers to recover 
from malicious attacks or unforeseen failures. Using specialized cyber vault and indexing technologies 
with traditional backup platforms enables customers the ability to recover systems and data to resume 
operations as quickly as possible.
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TRUST YOUR DATA IS SAFE WITH 
DATA PROTECTION
Put your data center in the most capable hands using 
ConvergeOne Data Protection. Schedule a consultation today: 
[Link]

Disaster Recovery Services - Ensure business continuity and provide end-users seamless access to 
their applications and tools, ConvergeOne simplifies and accelerates customers journeys to solid, 
actionable disaster recovery using Governance teams to set strategy and ensure alignment with 
business objectives and Operational teams to ensure disaster recovery plans are written, tested and, 
when necessary, implemented. With AWS cloud services ConvergeOne can facilitate “as-a-service” 
delivery and in the event of a significant interruption governance and operational teams to ensure 
the recoverability of critical information and technology systems.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
Cyber Recovery in Action - Protecting the Community from Ransomware Attacks

 + Implement a comprehensive cyber recovery solution to protect a school district’s data from 
the ransomware attacks plaguing neighboring districts. Determine areas of vulnerability and 
identify gaps in the school district’s existing environment. Develop a cost comparison giving the 
district the information needed to employ a comprehensive cyber recovery solution Despite 
attempts, the customer was not adversely affected by ransomware attacks. 


